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Ages 11-14
Aventuras para 3

Following the adventures of three teenagers - Rocío, Andrés and Juan - this collection of
readers will introduce young learners (aged 11-14) to various cities, cultures and
customs within th...
Read More...

Aventura Joven

Each one of these stories is centered around a specific place in order to give young
readers a feel of the real Spanish world: The countryside, town, school, fiestas...
The five main characters (Lau...
Read More...

ALEJO y su pandilla

A collection of graded readers centred around a group of friends at the beginning of
Secondary school. For young learners of Spanish between the ages of 12 and 15 and all
including an audio CD, these ...
Read More...

Cómics para aprender español

A series of attractive graded comics which are aimed primarily at young adolescents
but which can also be enjoyed by adult learners of Spanish.
Designed to develop reading comprehension skills in a ...
Read More...

Lecturas adolescentes - En Clave

This is a series of graded readers which will be complete in four levels. Each book has
some comprehension activities at the end of each chapter with solutions and a small
monolingual glossary at the ...
Read More...

Los Fernández
Paco, Carmen and their children Lucas and Marina (21 and 17 years old) are the
Fernández, a fun Spanish family that love travelling.
The collection carefully follows the levels of the Plan curr...
Read More...

La Spiga Readers - Para Empezar (A1)

Spanish Editions of La Spiga Readers for level A1. Vocabulary of approx 300 words. On
the left, there is the story, on the right, there are exercises and games to reinforce
reading comprehension and g...
Read More...

Mis primeros cuentos - Serie Blanca

An innovative series, each interactive story constantly challenges the reader with
activities and games or in making decisions which in turn will determine the plot.
Each text, aimed at young teenag...
Read More...

Teen Readers - Spanish

A collection of readers especially created for teenagers from the same Danish
publishing house responsible for the ever popular "Easy Reader" series. With attractive
illustrations, detailed footnotes ...
Read More...

Teen ELI Readers - Spanish

These colourful readers offer a mixture of adapted classics, specially-written stories as
well as a selection of non-fiction titles. Each book comes with an audio recording of the
text, read by a nati...
Read More...

Ages 15-16
Graded readers (various)
Read More...

Adolescent/Adult
Aires de fiesta latina

Amy Randall, an English journalist, travels through different countries of Latin America,
from Mexico to Chile (Isla de Pascua) and tells all through 12 stories which would suit a
Spanish student of l...
Read More...

Aprende Español con...

A series of graded readers for adolescents based on popular television series or films,
which have been adapted by experienced teachers to comply with the CEFR. The
stories have been carefully selecte...
Read More...

Colección Audiolibros (Book & CD)

A collection of sturdy little books for those advanced level language learners (B2-C2 of
the CEFR) and those passionate about good literature. The short stories are works of
some of the most famous Sp...
Read More...

Cómics graduados (Graded comics for learners of Spanish)

This series, which is written and illustrated by authors specialising in comics and
language teaching, allows students to enjoy really interesting and intriguing stories in
the format of a comic book....
Read More...

Descubre

The 'Descubre' collection presents an innovative series of graded readers for
adolescents and adults.
Focusing on fashion, sport and gastronomy respectively, the three books in this
collection will ...

Read More...

Easy Reader

The Easy Reader Series books are unique, easy-to-follow guides based on the premise
that the best way to learn a language is to start reading it immediately! Whether you're
a brand-new beginner or an ...
Read More...

El camino de las Estrellas

Amy Randall, the protagonist, is a journalist and is making a report about the "Camino
de Santiago" - St James Way - which will take you on a cultural journey through many
Spanish cities, their monume...
Read More...

Easy Readers Spanish

"Easy Readers" have a long and honourable history spanning nearly 70 years. The
brainchild of a small Danish publishing house in the darkest years of the Second World
War, the series now comprises mor...
Read More...

Grandes personajes (graded readers about some great hispanic figures)

The "Grandes personajes" collection focuses on some of the main characters in the
culture, art and history of Spanish-speaking countries. The texts have been written by
journalists and have been adapt...
Read More...

Historias breves para leer

Each level in this collection offers a selection of original reading texts with a great deal
of local colour and light touches of humour. Each text comes with a series of languagebased exercises whic...
Read More...

Leer y aprender - Competencias para la Vida

Reading helps to develop LIFE SKILLS: emotional, social and cognitive skills essential for
meeting the challenges of everyday life. Through the study of Spanish as a foreign
language, these beautifull...
Read More...

